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QUESTION 1

Users find it difficult to distinguish the dashboards they need for tracking sales performance. There are more than 30
operation-related dashboards in the same folder. 

What should the analyst do to improve the navigation experience? 

A. Pin the dashboards into boards and grant user access to the individual dashboards. 

B. Add descriptions to the dashboards to give more details. 

C. Sort the dashboards in the folder by name. 

D. Show the dashboards in a grid style for displaying the snapshot. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Two users report seeing different results on the same dashboard. 

Which three configurations could explain these discrepancies? (Choose three.) 

A. The time zone setting is different for each user. 

B. Looker caching is affecting results. 

C. The dashboard uses separate Explores for each user. 

D. Dashboard filters are being used 

E. The dashboard was accessed via different boards. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 3

An analyst at a banana quality assurance firm needs to compare performance week over week to make sure the firm
stays on track. The analyst needs to show two metrics: 

1. 

Number of bananas cleared for consumption the previous week 

2. 

Number of bananas cleared for consumption the week before that Which process should the analyst follow to show
these two metrics in a report? 

A. Create two tiles on a dashboard and two dashboard filters. Apply a different filter to each tile ("last week" and "2
weeks ago" respectively) 
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B. Create one tile on a dashboard and two dashboard filters ("last week" and "2 weeks ago" respectively). Apply both
dashboard filters to the tile. 

C. Create two tiles on a dashboard. In the Edit mode of one tile, add a filter for "last week". Add a dashboard filter for
"2weeks ago" and apply it to the other tile. 

D. Create two identical looks in the same folder. Add filters on them for "last week" and "2 weeks ago" respectively. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A global dashboard filter and the filter on a tile within that dashboard conflict because the global dashboard filter and the
individual tile filter are based on the same field with different filter values. 

What happens in this situation? 

A. The filter values of both filters will combine in an additive manner and both filters will apply. 

B. The individual tile\\'s filter will override the global dashboard filter. 

C. The global dashboard filter will override the individual tile filter. 

D. The dashboard will break and warn the user that there are conflicting filter values. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An analyst needs to send a Look to an external client in CSV format. When the data is being downloaded, the Limit
section has the option to select All Results grayed out, with text reading "All Results Unavailable." 

What are three causes of this message? (Choose three.) 

A. The Row Limit chosen in the Look is too high. 

B. There is a table calculation in the Look. 

C. Unlimited results are unsupported by CSV format. 

D. The Row Totals option is turned on in the Look. 

E. There is a Running Total measure in the Look. 

F. The Totals option is turned on in the Look. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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